from a Birmingham broadside

Lift up your heads

R H Heath 1889
arr D G M

Lift up your heads in joyful hope, salute the happy morn; Each heavenly power proclaims the glad hour; Lo!

Jesus the saviour is born! Each heavenly power proclaims the glad hour; Lo!

CHORUS

L'istesso tempo
2. All glory be to God on high,
   To him all praise is due.
The promise is sealed
   The saviour's revealed,
And proves that the record is true
   \textcolor{red}{{\textit{chorus}}}

3. Let joy, around like rivers flow,
   Flow on and still increase.
Spread o'er the glad earth
   At Jesus birth,
For heaven and earth are at peace
   \textcolor{red}{{\textit{chorus}}}

4. Now the goodwill of heaven is shown
   To Adam's helpless race.
The Messiah is come
   To ransom his own,
To save them by infinite grace.
   \textcolor{red}{{\textit{chorus}}}
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